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AZTEC SPORTS TOURS
»»BEAVER STADIUM

Stadium gates open 1.5 hours prior to kickoff. There are 5 main entries for ticketholders. However, for the easiest route to your seats, enter the
stadium through the gate(s) indicated on your ticket. Note: Visitor sections of the stadium are located on the north and northeast side, Gates D & E.
Beaver Stadium has a no re-entry policy. For the health and enjoyment of all spectators, smoking is prohibited inside Beaver Stadium.
Fans are encouraged to bring only necessary items into Beaver Stadium. We request that you assist the stadium staff by leaving all prohibited
items at the hotel. The stadium is unable to provide storage for any prohibited items and items left at the gate are discarded. All items brought into
the stadium will be inspected.

STADIUM POLICY

Beaver Stadium has a limited bag policy, which allows fans to enter with one clear one-gallon plastic bag per person with permitted items such
as those for medical or child care needs. Fans are advised that items that can fit in a pocket should remain in a patron’s pocket (including but not
limited to keys, cell phone, wallet, glasses, camera, sunscreen, lip balm, and make-up). General items of this nature, including those that don’t fit
in a patron’s pocket, can also be placed in a clear one-gallon plastic bag. All bags will still be inspected prior to entrance into Beaver Stadium and
patrons without bags will be able to bypass the bag and article check stations at most gates.
Patrons are also allowed to bring loose items into Beaver Stadium including: coat, wristlet with or without a strap (no larger than 4”x6”x1”), blanket,
seat cushion that can be rolled and that does not have pockets, iPad or other mobile devices, camera (no camera bag), and binoculars. Babies may
be brought into athletic venues in a soft baby carrier or sling. Rigid frame baby and toddler carriers, as well as strollers, are not permitted. No other
bags are permitted, including: backpacks, fanny packs, purses, string bags, diaper bags, messenger bags, camera bags, brief cases, roll bags, and
any other bags.

PROHIBITED ITEMS
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»»
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»»

Alcoholic beverages or illegal drugs of any type
Banners (unless approved in advance by stadium management)
Cameras larger than 8-1/2” x 11” x 11”
Containers, including cans/bottles/coolers/flasks
Food
Noisemakers (whistles, sirens, etc.)
Objects that may become projectiles
Objects that obstruct the view of other fans
Poles, sticks, tripods (except canes to assist disabled guests)
Stadium chairs (chairs with backs) except those without pockets
that can be rolled up
»» Tripods
»» Umbrellas
»» Weapons, fireworks, laser pointers

All items brought into the stadium are subject to inspection.
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